Year 7 Numeracy Catch-Up Funding
Strategy 2016-2017
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Year 7 Catch-up Grant (Numeracy) Academic Year 2016-2017



No. pupils eligible for Year 7 Catch-up Grant
Total amount of Year 7 Catch-up Grant Funding

9
£4,500

The allocation of £4,500 for this academic year is split equally between Literacy & Numeracy and this year’s
allocation for Numeracy will be £2,250.
Our Plan for Inclusive Numeracy in SLD 2016-2017
The aim of our funding in 2016-2017 is to 'Bridge the Gap' between Primary and Secondary so that pupils have a
smooth and quick transition.
Diverse and engaging teaching and learning will enable all pupils to consolidate their mathematical subject
knowledge, skills and progress towards their targets.
We plan to spend our Year 7 Catch-up Grant for numeracy on resources so that each pupil has an individual Maths
tool kit. We will undertake a Number Fun Day (Dave Godfrey) and take part in a mathematical workshop. The
funding will also be used to purchase addition resources related to the Number Fun Day.

Item/project

Est. Cost

Purpose

Outcome

Maths Tool Kit

£1,000

Purchase resources so that each pupil
has an individual ‘Maths Tool Kit’.
 The ‘Maths Tool Kit’ will be a
personalised set of resources for
each pupil. The resources will
cover all areas of the Maths
curriculum. Pupils will have
resources that interest and
engage them.
 Pupils will have the opportunity
to choose the resources that
they need to complete a task
(developing independence skills).
 The ‘Maths Tool Kit’ will be
portable and will allow pupils to
use their mathematical skills and
knowledge in all areas of the
curriculum e.g. a calculator for
shopping, rulers and tape
measures for Environmental
Science.

Pupil voice questionnaire
unanimously showed that pupils
enjoyed their personalised learning
materials.
“Maths is fun” – Kaiden

Interactive Maths Number Fun Day –
workshop and resources.
 The Number Fun Day will use
music and sensory resources to
engage and motivate pupils.
 Pupils will have the opportunity
to learn ‘new’ and interactive
maths songs.

Teachers will have the
opportunity to develop new
teaching and learning ideas than
include all pupils in the lesson.

Pupil voice and staff questionnaires
– all gave a positive response to the
day.

Number Fun Day and
Resources
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£1250

Class teacher reported that pupils
showed greater independence, as
they used their specific resources
without support. The tool boxes
were embedded into the classroom
routine.
CASPA Data shows that all Year 7
Pupils made Expected or Above
expected progress.

Additional resources were
purchased so that the ‘new’
number songs could be embedded
into everyday learning.
CASPA Data shows that all Year 7
Pupils made Expected or Above
expected progress.

